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number.Q: Delay before Redirecting/Refreshing Specific Page
in Servlet I have the following code in my servlet, which

redirects the user to specific page.
dwr.setRedirect("/page.html", true); My question is, if the user
is on the home page, it redirects him to home, but if he is in

the "page.html" page, it redirects him to the "page.html"
page as well. If possible, how do I delay it before he would see

the redirected/refreshed page? A: You can use
HttpServletResponse.sendRedirect() method to change the
URL of the page. This method writes the response headers
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and send the HTTP response to the client with a new location.
The redirect works by transparently sending the appropriate

HTTP response to the client, rather than the HTTP response to
the web browser. Q: Iphone X display issue on some apps I'm
developing an app for iphone X. One of the issue in my app is
that some apps can't display the picture correctly on iphone X
(See attached for an example). I've tried with a lot of images
(using Xcode's assets catalog). But it didn't work. What's the

solution for this issue? A: The answer is using UIColor.
Creating a transparent color with alpha zero will remove all
effects of the graphics. CGContextTranslateCTM(context, 0,

70); CGContextScaleCTM(context, 1, -1);
self.trapezoidColor.graphics.setFillColor(UIColor c6a93da74d
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